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Abstract

Aeroengine broadband fan noise is a major contributor to the community noise exposure from aircraft. It is currently

believed that the dominant broadband noise mechanisms are due to interaction of the turbulent wake from the rotor with

the stator, and interaction of the turbulent boundary layers on the rotor blades with their trailing edges. Currently there are

no measurement techniques that allow the localisation and quantification of rotor-based broadband noise sources. This

paper presents an inversion technique for estimating the broadband acoustic source strength distribution over a ducted

rotor using pressure measurements made at the duct wall. It is shown that the rotation of acoustic sources in a duct

prevents the use of standard acoustic inversion techniques. A new technique is presented here for inverting the strength of

rotating broadband sources that makes use of a new Green function taking into account the effect of source rotation. The

new Green function is used together with a modal decomposition technique to remove the effect of source rotation, thereby

allowing an estimation of the rotor-based source strengths in the rotating reference frame. It is shown that the pressure

measured at the sensors after application of this technique is identical to that measured by sensors rotating at the same

speed as the rotor. Results from numerical simulations are presented to investigate the resolution limits of the inversion

technique. The azimuthal resolution limit, namely the ability of the measurement technique to discriminate between

sources on adjacent blades, is shown to improve as the speed of rotation increases. To improve the robustness of the

inversion technique, a simplifying assumption is made whereby the sources on different blades are assumed to be identical.

It is also shown that the accuracy and robustness of the inversion procedure improve as the axial separation between the

rotor and sensors decreases. Simulation results demonstrate that for a 26-bladed fan, rotating with a blade tip Mach

number of Mt ¼ 0:5, the aerodynamic source strengths can be estimated with acceptable robustness and approximately

1 dB accuracy, when measurements are made approximately 0.1 acoustic wavelengths from the rotor.

r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Broadband aeroengine fan noise is becoming increasingly important to the overall noise from aeroengines
as the effectiveness of methods for reducing tonal noise steadily improve. This paper describes an experimental
method for determining the broadband acoustic source strength distribution over the surface of a ducted rotor
ee front matter r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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using pressure measurements made at the duct wall. The motivation for this work is the current lack of
measurement techniques that allow the quantification of the broadband source strengths over a ducted rotor.

A method to locate the effective acoustic sources on an open rotor was presented by Sijtsma et al. [1]. The
technique uses a far-field microphone array, and a conventional time domain delay and sum beamforming
algorithm to steer the beam over the rotor blades, whilst rotating it at the angular frequency of the rotor. The
technique was applied to a 4.5m diameter, two-bladed wind turbine. The dominant broadband aerodynamic
sources were clearly identified as originating at the trailing edges of the individual rotor blades.

Another class of methods that have been used for source strength localisation and quantification are known
as inversion techniques. Acoustic source strengths are deduced from measurements of acoustic pressure by
inverting a transfer matrix of source–receiver Green functions. Inversion techniques have been used in free-
field applications [2–4] where the radiation paths can be modelled by simple analytical Green functions.

The first attempt to apply inversion techniques to non–rotating sources in a duct was proposed by Kim
and Nelson [5]. An analytic hard-walled, finite length, no-flow duct Green function was used to determine
the source strength and location of a single stationary loudspeaker in a duct of 0.315m radius with one open,
and one anechoically terminated end. The radial and axial locations of the source was assumed to be known,
and the technique was used to determine the azimuthal position, and the strength of the source. At a
normalised frequency of ka ¼ 1:57 the azimuthal location of the source could be determined to within 30� and
its strength to within 3 dB when acoustic pressure measurements were made 0.05m (approx 0:04l) from the
source plane.

Numerical simulations were performed to investigate the effect of different source and receiver geometries
on the conditioning of the inverse problem. For a fixed measurement position the transfer matrix was shown
to become ill-conditioned as the distance between assumed sources decreased. It was shown that, to achieve
higher spatial resolution, measurements have to be made in the near field of the sources. This finding is
consistent with the source strength measurement requirements of acoustic near field holography [6].

While the work of Kim and Nelson used a Green function obtained from a numerical model, Holland [7]
has shown that, in a reverberant environment, measured Green functions can also be used. This suggests that
the application of inversion techniques to ducted sources is not limited by a requirement for an accurate
theoretical model of the sound propagation, provided a source–receiver Green function, or its reciprocal, can
be measured.

This paper extends the work of Sijtsma et al. and Kim and Nelson to the inversion of rotating, broadband,
aerodynamic sources on a ducted rotor. The equivalent uncorrelated sources in this case are shown to be
separated by a correlation length that will be shown to be typically an order of a magnitude smaller than an
acoustic wavelength. The resolution of sources at this separation distance necessitates the use of pressure
measurements made in the near field of the rotor. The technique proposed here, unlike the technique proposed
by Sijtsma et al., is based in the frequency domain. The novel aspect of this measurement procedure is that it
provides a means to remove the effect of source rotation and hence allows the inversion of ducted broadband
sources in the rotating reference frame.

2. Theory

2.1. Sound field due to a rotating dipole source distribution in an infinite duct with flow

Consider an infinite hard-walled cylindrical duct containing a uniform axial mean flow as shown in Fig. 1.
The broadband acoustic source strength distribution due to a rotating fan blade is represented by acoustic
dipole sources distributed over the blade surfaces with specified spatial and frequency correlation
characteristics. The sources, with dipole moment distribution specified by fðy; tÞ ¼ fðrs; ys � Ot; zs; tÞ, are
assumed to rotate around the duct axis in the y-direction at an angular frequency O.

In the absence of stator vanes, the dominant broadband noise sources are situated on the rotor, and arise
due to the interaction of the turbulent boundary produced on the surface of the rotor blades with the fan blade
trailing edges.

Putting fðy; tÞ ¼ f ðy; tÞn̂ðyÞ, where n̂ðyÞ is the unit vector normal to the blade surface, S, the time-varying
pressure at any receiver point x ¼ ðr; y; zÞ within the duct can be calculated from the Green function solution
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Fig. 1. A dipole source distribution rotating at angular speed O radiates sound in an infinite hard-walled cylindrical duct with

superimposed mean flow.
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to the wave equation,

pðx; tÞ ¼

Z þT

�T

Z
S

f ðy; tÞn̂ðyÞ � rGðx; tjy; tÞdSðyÞdt, (1)

where f ðy; tÞ is the magnitude of the dipole source strength distribution over the surface of the rotor blades.
Note that source position is a function of emission time t, y ¼ yðtÞ.

The Green function solution for an infinite, hard-walled cylindrical duct containing an axial uniform mean
flow with velocity U may be expressed as a superposition of an infinite number of modes given by, amongst
others, Goldstein [8],

Gðx; tjy; tÞ ¼
i

4p

X1
m¼�1

X1
n¼0

cmnðrÞc
�
mnðrsÞe

imðy�ysÞ

Lmn

Z 1
�1

eioðt�tÞe�ig
�
mnðz�zsÞ

kmnðoÞ
do, (2)

where cmn denotes the radial mode shape function of the ðm; nÞth mode, which in a hollow duct is of the form,

CmnðrÞ ¼ Jm smn

r

a

� �
(3)

where Jm is the first-order Bessel function of order m. In a hard-walled cylindrical duct, smn is the nth

stationary value of the Bessel function of order m. The term Lmn is introduced to ensure the mode
normalisation condition,

2pL�1mn

Z a

0

jcmnðrÞj
2rdr ¼ 1, (4)

where a is the duct radius.
Substituting the Green function of Eq. (2) into the convective wave equation leads to the following

expressions for the mode wavenumbers k and g [9],

g�mn ¼
�Mk � kmn

1�M2
; kmn ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2
� ð1�M2Þ

smn

a

� �2r
, (5)

where M ¼ U=c is the axial flow Mach number.
Modes can propagate unattenuated when kmn is real. From Eq. (5) this leads to an expression for the cut-on

frequency associated with each mode. In normalised duct-frequency units, it is given by

ðkaÞmn ¼ smn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�M2

p
. (6)

At a frequency below the cuton frequency the modes decay exponentially along the duct.
A dipole source aligned at an angle b relative to the duct axis has components of n̂ given by

n̂ ¼ ½r̂; ŷ; ẑ� ¼ ½0; sin b; cos b�, (7)
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where in general b ¼ bðyÞ. The r operator in cylindrical coordinates is given by

rG ¼ r̂s

qG

qrs

þ
ŷ
rs

qG

qys

þ ẑ
qG

qzs

. (8)

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (8) gives the non-zero components of rG as

ŷ
rs

qG

qys

¼
iŷ
4p

Xm0

m¼�m0

�im

rs

Xn0
n¼0

cmnðrÞc
�
mnðrsÞe

imðy�ysÞ

Lmn

Z 1
�1

eioðt�tÞe�ig
�
mnðz�zsÞ

kmnðoÞ
do, (9)

ẑ
qG

qzs

¼
iẑ

4p

Xm0

m¼�m0

Xn0
n¼0

ig�mn

cmnðrÞc
�
mnðrsÞe

imðy�ysÞ

Lmn

Z 1
�1

eioðt�tÞe�ig
�
mnðz�zsÞ

kmnðoÞ
do. (10)

For receivers located several wavelengths from the sources, cutoff modes can be neglected and the modal
summation is confined to the propagating modes, such that m0 is the highest propagating azimuthal mode
order, and n0 the highest propagating radial mode order. Substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) into Eq. (1) gives

pðx; tÞ ¼
1

2p

Z T

�T

Z
S

f ðy; tÞ
Xm0

m¼�m0

Z 1
�1

gmðy; z; r;oÞe
imyeioðt�tÞ dodSðyÞdt, (11)

where for conciseness a transfer impedance, gm, has been defined which relates the pressure due to a spinning
mode of order m at a frequency o, located at x ¼ ðr; y ¼ 0�; zÞ, due to a point dipole source of unit source
strength located at y. It is obtained by comparing Eq. (11) with the result of substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) into
Eq. (1),

gmðy; z; r;oÞ ¼
1

2

Xn0
n¼0

�g�mn cos bþ
m

rs

sin b
� �

cmnðrÞc
�
mnðrsÞe

�imys

Lmn

e�ig
�
mnðz�zsÞ

kmnðoÞ
. (12)

2.2. Sound field produced by a broadband rotating dipole source distribution

For rotating sources the circumferential source position ysðtÞ in the stationary reference frame (relative to
the duct) may be related to the angle ~ys in a rotating reference frame spinning with the rotor at an angular
frequency O by ys ¼

~ys � Ot; where O is the shaft rotation frequency. Substituting for ys in Eq. (11), the
expression for p becomes

pðx; tÞ ¼
1

2p

Z T

�T

Z
~S

f ð~y; tÞ
Xm0

m¼�m0

Z 1
�1

gmð~y; z; r;oÞe
imyeiot�iðo�mOÞt dod ~Sð~yÞdt, (13)

where ~y is the time-independent source position evaluated in the rotating reference frame, ~y ¼ ðrs; ~ys; zsÞ and
~S ¼ ~Sð~yÞ.
The integral over t in Eq. (13) is of the form

Z T

�T

f ð~y; tÞe�iðo�mOÞt dt ¼ f ð~y;o�mOÞ (14)

and Eq. (13) can therefore be written as

pðx; tÞ ¼
1

2p

Z
~S

Xm0

m¼�m0

f ð~y;o�mOÞ
Z 1
�1

gmð~y; z; r;oÞe
imyeiot dod ~Sð~yÞ. (15)

Comparison of Eq. (15) with the definition of the Fourier transform,

pðx; tÞ ¼
1

2p

Z 1
�1

pðx;oÞeiot do (16)
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allows Eq. (15) to be written in the frequency domain as

pðx;oÞ ¼
Z
~S

Xm0

m¼�m0

f ð~y;o�mOÞgmð~y; z; r;oÞe
imy d ~Sð~yÞ. (17)

Note that the effect of transforming the source integral to the rotating reference frame has been to shift the
source frequency o by �mO. This finding will form the basis of the inversion procedure presented in Section 3.

Broadband sound fields are most suitably expressed in terms of the cross-spectrum between two points x
and x0 in the duct, defined by

Sppðx;x
0;oÞ ¼ lim

T!1

p
T

Efpðx;oÞp�ðx0;oÞg, (18)

where E denotes the expectation value.
Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (18) gives the following expression for Spp

Sppðx;x
0;oÞ ¼

Z
~S

Z
~S
0

Xm0

m¼�m0

Xm0

m0¼�m0

Sff ð~y; ~y
0;o�mO;o�m0OÞ

�gmð~y; z; r;oÞg
�
m0 ð~y

0; z; r0;oÞeimy�im0y0 d ~Sð~yÞd ~Sð~y0Þ, ð19Þ

where

Sff ð~y; ~y
0;o;o0Þ ¼

p
T

Eff ð~y;oÞf �ð~y0;o0Þg. (20)

Eq. (19) is an expression for the pressure cross-spectrum between any two points in the duct due to a rotating
dipole source distribution with spatial and frequency cross-spectra spectrum Sff (in the rotating reference
frame). Note that for rotating sources, Oa0, the source strength and its propagation become coupled through
the spinning mode index m. This is the reason why conventional inversion procedures, valid for stationary
sources, for example as described by Kim and Nelson [5], cannot be applied to rotating sources. An alternative
procedure is proposed in Section 3.

3. Inversion technique for ducted rotating sources

This section is concerned with an inversion technique to determine the broadband strengths of rotating
broadband sources in a duct from a number of measurements of acoustic pressure made at the duct wall. We
show below that their determination by existing inverse methods cannot be performed. A new technique for
the inversion of rotating broadband sources is therefore proposed. Simulation results are presented to
illustrate the various properties of the new inversion technique. Before presentation of the technique for
inverting rotating sources, we first review the theory for the inversion of stationary source strengths. We will
show subsequently that by appropriately processing the measured pressure signals, and by the introduction of
a new Green function, the theory for the inversion of rotating sources may be written in an identical form to
that for stationary sources.

3.1. Inversion techniques for stationary sources

Inverse techniques require the approximation of a continuous source region by a finite number of discrete
sources (Fig. 2). The objective of the inversion procedure is to deduce the vector of optimal discretised source
strengths, f̂, which in a model of the radiated sound field, p ¼ Gf, matches, in a least-squares sense, the
pressure p̂ measured at an array of microphones, where G is a matrix of transfer impedances, which may be
measured or predicted.

At a single frequency the vector of pressures p due to a discretised stationary source distribution f can be
written in the form

p ¼ Gf, (21)
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Fig. 2. An acoustic inversion problem is formulated by replacing the real acoustic source (left) with an equivalent distribution of discrete

model sources (right).
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where G is a matrix of transfer impedances that relates the assumed source distribution f to the vector of
predicted pressures at the sensors. The ði; jÞth element of G specifies the transfer impedance between the ith

source and the pressure at the J th sensor. Note that, as indicated in Eq. (15), when there is relative motion
between the source and receiver, the source and receiver frequencies are no longer identical.

In practice, the measured pressure signals are contaminated by ‘‘noise’’. Noise could be introduced by errors
in the measurements and also by inaccuracies in the model of G. We therefore write the vector of measured
pressures p̂ as the sum of the ‘‘noise-free’’ perfectly predicted measurements and an error term, e,

p̂ ¼ Gf þ e. (22)

The optimal source strength vector f that minimises the sum of squared errors eHe, for the case where there are
equal numbers of sources and sensors, is given by

f ¼ G�1p̂, (23)

where H denotes the Hermitian transpose operator.
More generally, if there are more sensors than sources then the system of equations in Eq. (23) is over-

determined. In this case G is non-square and the optimum solution is given by

f ¼ Gþp̂, (24)

where Gþ ¼ ½GHG��1GH is the pseudo-inverse of G.

3.2. Application of the inversion technique to stationary broadband sources

Consider the cross-spectral matrix of measured pressures Sp̂p̂ðoÞ, defined by

Sp̂p̂ ¼ E
p
T
p̂p̂

H
n o

. (25)

Substituting Eq. (21) into (25) gives

Sp̂p̂ ¼ GSffG
H, (26)

where

Sff ¼ lim
T!1

E
1

T
ffH

� �
(27)
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Similarly, to determine Sff from Sp̂p̂, Eq. (24) is substituted into Eq. (27) to give

Sff ¼ GþSp̂p̂ðG
þ
Þ
H. (28)

Note that the general expression for the pressure cross-spectrum given by Eq. (19) for rotating sources cannot

be formulated in the form of Eq. (26) for stationary sources. The inversion procedure of Eq. (28) there-
fore does not apply to rotating sources. The essential difficulty, as made explicit by Eq. (19), is that the
receiver and source frequencies are no longer the same. A procedure for determining the source strength in
the rotating reference frame must therefore remove the effects of source rotation. Such a procedure is
proposed below.

3.3. Inversion of rotating broadband sources

We begin with Eq. (17) for the pressure produced by a rotating single-frequency source distribution. Owing
to the periodicity of the sound field in the y direction, the pressure at the duct wall ðr ¼ aÞ at axial position z,
sensed by N microphones at positions yn, can be written as a discrete Fourier series expansion with the
coefficients

pmðz; a;oÞ ¼
1

N

XN

n¼1

pða; yn; z;oÞe�imy �j1�Nj

2
pmp

N

2

� 	
. (29)

This spinning mode decomposition gives the pressure amplitude, pm, of the mth mode at the duct wall, and
satisfies the Shannon sampling rate. Substituting Eq. (17) into Eq. (29) gives

pmðz; a;oÞ ¼
Z
~S

f ð~y;o�mOÞgmð~y; z; a;oÞd ~Sð~yÞ (30)

from which we may write,

pmðz; a;oþmOÞ ¼
Z
~S

f ð~y;oÞgmð~y; z; a;oþmOÞd ~Sð~yÞ. (31)

Eq. (31) suggests that the source spectrum at the unshifted frequency f ð~y;oÞ (i.e. observed in the rotating
reference frame), can be deduced from measurements of the spinning mode amplitude pmðx;oþmOÞ and
measurements (or predictions) of gmð~y; z; a;oþmOÞ at a shifted frequency of oþmO. The frequency shift is
introduced to remove the effects of source rotation.

This frequency-shifted mode amplitude measurement pm is now used to define a pressure spectrum pOðx;oÞ,
given by

pOðx;oÞ ¼
Xmþ

m¼�m�

pmðz; a;oþmOÞeimy, (32)

where the subscript O on p is used to distinguish this pressure from the directly measurable pressure defined in
Eq. (17). In Appendix A we show that the pressure pO defined by Eq. (32) is precisely the same as that
measured by a microphone rotating around the duct axis at the same angular speed as the rotor.

Note that the upper and lower limits of m in Eq. (32), m�, specifying the range of propagating modes, differ
from those in Eq. (17), �m0 which contribute to the pressure measured by a stationary microphone in the
duct. In Eq. (32), as m increases, so the frequency, oþmO, at which the modal components pm are evaluated
also increases. Hence the summation over propagating modes has to be made over the new range of spinning
mode orders, �m�pmpmþ. The variation of mþ and m� with ka and O is examined in Section 3.4.

Substituting Eq. (31) into Eq. (32) leads to a relationship between the pressure pO and the source strength
f ð~yÞ, as observed in the rotating reference frame, ~y,

pOðx;oÞ ¼
Z
~S

f ð~y;oÞ
Xmþ

m¼�m�

gmð~y; z; r;oþmOÞeimy d ~Sð~yÞ. (33)
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By exact analogy with the expression for stationary source distributions, Eq. (33) for rotating sources can be
formulated more generally as

pOðx;oÞ ¼
Z
~S

f ð~y;oÞn̂ð~yÞ � rGOð~y;x;oÞd ~Sð~yÞ, (34)

where GO is a hard-walled duct Green function, which has been modified to incorporate the effects of source
rotation, given by

GOð~y; x;oÞ ¼
i

4p

Xmþ
m¼�m�

Xn0
n¼0

cmnðrÞc
�
mnðrsÞe

imðy�~ysÞ

Lmn

e�ig
�
mnðz�zsÞ

kmnðoþmOÞ
(35)

and g�mn is evaluated at the shifted frequency oþmO. Note that putting O ¼ 0 in Eqs. (34) and (35) recovers
Eq. (1) (expressed in the frequency domain) for the pressure due to stationary sources.

Eqs. (34) and (35) are therefore a generalised formulation of Eq. (1) for the acoustic pressure at a single
frequency, which allows for the effects of source rotation. It is identical in form to that for stationary sources,
and is suitable for inversion using existing techniques.

The analogous expression to Eq. (28) for the cross-spectrum of discretised rotating sources in the rotating
reference frame in terms of the new Green function, GO, is given by

Sff ¼ GþOSpOpO ðG
þ
OÞ

H. (36)

Eq. (36) suggests that by use of this new Green function, GO, the inversion procedure required to recover the
source cross-spectrum Sff ð~y; ~y

0;oÞ in the rotating reference frame from measurements of the pressure cross-
spectrum SpOpO ðx; x

0;oÞ can be carried out in precisely the same way as for stationary broadband sources
(Section 3.2). The important difference is that now the pressure cross-spectrum is computed from pO, which
first requires a spinning mode decomposition of the sound field to be performed.

Eqs. (35) and (36) form the main results of this paper. Their effectiveness for deducing the source strength of
rotating source distributions is explored in Section 3.5. We first consider the determination of mþ and m�,
corresponding to the range of propagating spinning modes contributing to PO and GO.

3.4. Determination of mþ and m�

The upper and lower modal orders mþ and m� appearing in Eq. (35) specify the range of propagating
spinning modes that have to be included in the calculation of pO and GO for sensors outside the near field of
the rotor. With reference to Eq. (31), at least one radial mode of order m can propagate at a frequency oþmO
providing joþmOj4om;0, where om;0 is the cutoff frequency of the lowest order radial mode n ¼ 0. This cut-
off condition may be written in non-dimensional form as

jka�mMtjXðkaÞm;0, (37)

where ðkaÞm;0 ¼ sm;0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�M2
p

from Eq. (6), Mt ¼ Oa=c is the blade tip Mach number and ka is the non-
dimensional observer frequency. Fig. 3 is a plot of the left-hand side of Eq. (37) (solid line) at ka ¼ 20 for a
range of blade tip Mach numbers between 0 and 1.2. Also shown, indicated by circles, is the cuton frequency
ðkaÞm;0, corresponding to the right-hand side of Eq. (37). As indicated in Eq. (37) the mode m contains at least
one propagating radial mode and must be included in the modal summation for m-values when the solid line is
above the circles.

Fig. 3 shows that for supersonic tip speeds, Mt41, the cutoff condition of Eq. (37) is satisfied for all m-
values, m40, since the two curves diverge for positive m. This suggests that all co-rotating spinning (m40)
modes to infinity must be included in the modal summation of pO and GO in Eq. (35). However only a finite
number of counter-rotating modes ðmo0Þ must be included. At the sonic blade tip speed Mt ¼ 1, the cuton
frequency and ‘‘excitation frequency’’, kaþmMt, increase with m at exactly the same rate and the curves run
exactly parallel. Again all co-rotating mode orders to infinity must be included in pO and GO. For subsonic tip
speeds, Mto1, the two lines intersect indicating that there is always a finite range of co- and counter-rotating
propagating mode orders that have to be included in the modal summation. Note that for mo0, irrespective of
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Mt, the two curves always intersect, suggesting that there is always a finite range of counter-rotating modes to
be included in pO and GO.

A good estimate for m� is obtained by noting that for suitably high m-values, in the absence of axial flow,
the angular phase velocity cp of the mode m at the duct wall is given by cp ¼ ao=m, which must exceed the
speed of sound c0 in order to propagate. Recalling that pO is identical to the pressure measured by a
microphone rotating around the duct wall at the shaft rotational frequency O. In this rotating reference frame,
the cut-off condition becomes cp � aO4c0. Substituting the approximation to cp given above, this condition
may be written as1

ka

m
�MtX1. (38)

Solving for m ¼ m� in Eq. (37) gives

m� ¼
ka

1�Mt

. (39)

Eq. (39) confirms that mþ ! 1 as Mt ! 1, as predicted by Fig. 3.

3.5. Source resolution limits of the inversion technique for sensor arrays outside the near field of the rotor

We now quantify the resolution limits of the inversion technique, i.e how closely two sources may be
discriminated. We assume that the microphone arrays used are positioned at a distance far enough away from
the source plane that the effect of evanescent modes on the measured pressure is negligible. The application of
the inversion technique for rotating sources, given by Eq. (36), relies on being able to accurately invert the
matrix GO. Error bounds on the source strength deduced from the inversion in the presence of measurement
error, modelling error and other sources of noise, can be estimated from the condition number of GO.

Consider the error df in f due to errors (noise) dpO in the measured pressure pO under the transformation of
Eq. (23),

f þ df ¼ GþO ðpO þ dpOÞ. (40)

It can be shown [10] that the ratio of the norms of the perturbed quantities satisfies the inequality,

kdfk
kfk

pkðGOÞ
kdpOk
kpOk

, (41)
1Note that this cutoff condition can also be derived from Eq. (37) by noting that for large m-values, ðkaÞm;0 	 m.
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where k � k denotes the matrix 2-norm and the condition number of GO can be calculated from

kðGOÞ ¼ kGOkkG
þ
Ok. (42)

Eq. (41) states that the error in the reconstructed source strength vector f is bounded by kðGÞ times the relative
error in the measured pressures pO. A similar analysis shows that the error in f due to modelling error in the
transfer matrix GO is bounded by

kdfk
kfk

pkðGOÞ
kdGOk

kGOk
. (43)

In the following sections we investigate the effect on the conditioning of the matrix GO due to various assumed
source distributions. These will be used to establish fundamental limits for how closely together the discrete
rotating sources can be resolved. All the simulations will be performed without the addition of noise, dpO ¼ 0.
Very large condition numbers (kðGOÞ4106) will indicate that the results obtained by the inversion are likely to
be very inaccurate when deduced from pressure measurements contaminated by small levels of noise.

The matrix GO relates the pressure pO measured at an array of microphones to the discretised source
distribution f. The choice of microphone positions will therefore affect the conditioning of GO. Previous work
by Kim and Nelson [5] has investigated the effect of microphone array geometry on kðGÞ for the case of
stationary sources. Since the technique presented in this paper allows rotating sources to be inverted in
precisely the same way as for stationary sources, these findings are also relevant to this work.

Kim and Nelson have examined the effect on kðGÞ of various wall-mounted microphone array
configurations. They showed that there must be more microphones than sources in order for the transfer
matrix to be well conditioned. It was found that the arrangement of the sensors into single, or multiple, axially
separated rings did not have a significant influence on the condition number. Recall that, in the present
technique, the measurement of pO requires a modal decomposition to be preformed. In the following
simulations, therefore, the microphone array consists of a single ring of N sensors sufficient in number to
perform a modal decomposition at the highest frequency of interest, N ¼ 2mþ þ 1, where mþ is the highest
‘‘spatial frequency’’ of interest when cutoff modes can be neglected.
3.5.1. Angular resolution limits

We first examine, by means of a numerical simulation, the variation of kðGOÞ as a function of the angular
source separation angle Dy. In practical terms, this is a measure of the ability of the inversion technique to
resolve sources on adjacent blades. In this simulation, Ns sources located at rs ¼ 0:8a are arranged with an
angular separation of Dy ¼ 2p=Ns. The duct contains an axial mean flow of M ¼ 0:2. The simulation is
performed at a frequency of ka ¼ 15 for various Mt-values. Eq. (39) suggests that mþ ¼ 15

1�0:6 	 40 at the
highest Mt value under consideration here, Mt ¼ 0:6, which therefore requires 80 sensors in a single ring to
perform its modal decomposition. A single ring of 80 microphones is positioned 1m downstream of the
sources. At this measurement location and frequency, cutoff modes can be neglected.

The results of this simulation of kðGOÞ versus Dy as Fig. 4 (obtained by varying Ns) at different rotational
speeds, Mt. As the number of sources Ns increases, an angular separation is reached where the condition
number of GO suddenly becomes very large ðkðGOÞ41015Þ and therefore the sources can no longer be resolved.

By inspection, it is found that the angular resolution limit, Dy, below which the inversion is impractical due
to poor conditioning of the transfer matrix, is given by

Dyp
2p
mT

, (44)

where mT ¼ mþ þm� þ 1 is the total number of propagating azimuthal modes included in the calculation
of GO for a given ka and rotational frequency O. This limit, 2p=mT , is indicated by the vertical dotted lines in
Fig. 4. For GO to be well-conditioned there must be more azimuthal modes included in its calculation than
there are sources. As shown in Fig. 3, and quantified by Eq. (39), mþ increases with Mt and hence the angular
resolution limit of the inversion technique improves as the tip speed Mach number increases.
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3.5.2. Frequency limits for resolving sources on B blades

The angular resolution limits presented in the previous section have practical implications for the inversion
of blade-based sources in aeroengines. If a blade can be represented by dipole source distribution along the
trailing edge (or leading edge in the case of rotor/stator interaction noise where O ¼ 0) then in order to invert
for the sources on B blades, an angular resolution of 2p=B must be possible. Putting Dy ¼ 2p=B and mT ¼

mþ þm� þ 1 in Eq. (44), and noting Eq. (39) for mþ and m�, gives the following necessary, but not sufficient
condition, for accurate inversion

ka

1�Mt

þ
ka

1þMt

þ 1]B. (45)

Eq. (45) establishes a lower frequency limit below which the sources on B blades cannot be resolved. Solving
for this frequency and normalising by the blade passing frequency, ðkaÞBPF ¼MtB, gives

o
oBPF

¼
ka

ðkaÞBPF
]
ðB� 1Þð1�M2

t Þ

2MtB
. (46)

For large values of B typical of turbofan engines, Eq. (46) simplifies further to

o
oBPF

]
1�M2

t

2Mt

. (47)

Eq. (47) predicts that in order to resolve sources above a frequency a � oBPF the blade tip Mach number must
exceed Mt ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 þ 1
p

� a. Source resolution above 1
2
BPF and 1 BPF for example, is only possible at

rotational speeds above Mt ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
5=4

p
� 1=2 	 0:62 and

ffiffiffi
2
p
� 1 	 0:41, respectively. This lower limit falls

rapidly as Mt is increased. To demonstrate this, o=oBPF in Eq. (47) is plotted versus Mt in Fig. 5.

3.5.3. Radial resolution limits

Kim and Nelson [4] have shown that a half-wavelength resolution limits exists for inversion techniques
when measurements are made in the far-field of the source. Assuming that the same resolution limit can also
be applied to sources in a duct resolution limit for resolving sources radially in a duct can be shown to be,

nmax

Ns

41. (48)

Since nmax may be interpreted, approximately, as the number of turning points of the mode shape function of
the axi-symmetric mode m ¼ 0. Correspondingly, it specifies, approximately, the number of half-wavelengths
across the duct radius.
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The dependence of resolution limits due to source rotation can be summarised by considering the ‘‘mode
triangle’’, plotted in Fig. 6 for Mt ¼ 0 and 0.5 at ka ¼ 50 in which the number of radial modes is plotted
against each spinning mode order included in the calculation of GO. The result for the stationary source case,
Mt ¼ 0, is a symmetrical triangle. For Mt ¼ 0:5, the triangle is skewed towards the co-rotating modes
(mþ4m� as explained in Section 3.4). As predicted by Eq. (44) azimuthal resolution therefore improves as
source rotational speed increases. Note that in Fig. 6 the highest radial order mode nmax in both the stationary
and rotating source cases is associated with the m ¼ 0 azimuthal mode, irrespective of O. The maximum radial
order therefore does not increase with increasing source rotation frequency. The inequality in Eq. (48) is
therefore valid for all rotational speeds, and the radial resolution limit is only weakly dependent on O.

Section 3.5.2 has shown that attempting to invert for sources on different blades leads to a lower frequency
limit below which the inversion cannot be performed. We now propose a simplifying assumption that not only
substantially reduces the number of sources to be inverted but also circumvents the resolution problem
identified in Section 3.5.2.
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4. Simplifying assumption for the blade surface pressure cross-spectrum

A general expression for the sound field produced by rotating sources in a duct has been derived in Eq. (19).
For the case of an aeroengine fan some further simplifying assumptions can be made in order to reduce
considerably the number of sources to be inverted.

We first assume that the acoustic sources are concentrated along the trailing edge of each individual rotor
blade and that the sources on different blades are uncorrelated. The source spatial cross-spectrum of Eq. (20)
may therefore be written as

Sff ð~y; ~y
0;oÞ ¼ Sff ðrs; r

0
s;
~ys0
;oÞdðysp � y0sp

Þdðysp � 2pp=BÞ ðzs ¼ z0sÞ, (49)

where d is the Dirac delta function, B is the number of blades and ysp ¼ 2pp=B specifies the angular position of
the pth trailing edge (where p ¼ 0; . . . ;B� 1).

Noting that d ~Sð~yÞ ¼ rs drs d~y, and assuming that the pressure measurements are made at the duct wall r ¼ a,
Eq. (33), for SpOpO for B identical, uncorrelated blades reduces to,

SpOpO ðx;x
0;oÞ ¼ B

Z
rs

Z
r0s

Xm0

m¼�m0

Xm0

m0¼�m0

Sff ðrs; r
0
s;
~ys0
;oÞ

�gmðrs; ~ys0
; z; a;oþmOÞg�mðr

0
s;
~ys0
; z0; a;oþm0OÞeimy�im0y0rsr

0
s drs dr0s, ð50Þ

where ~ys0
is the circumferential position of the zeroth blade, p ¼ 0 (chosen arbitrarily).

We now investigate the accuracy of the inversion procedure by applying it to ‘‘measurements’’ of SpOpO
predicted using a model for Sff in Eq. (50). The rotor blade is modelled as a smooth, flat plate with zero
pressure gradient. For simplicity scattering of the hydrodynamic pressure field by the trailing edge is ignored
in the model for Sff and the surface pressure fluctuations are assumed to be concentrated at the blade trailing
edge. We use the simple model given by Blake [11] to represent the spatial correlation function, Sff , of the
pressure fluctuations beneath a turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate, which has the form

Sff ðrs; r
0
s;oÞ ¼ Fff ðrs;oÞe

�g
ojrs�r0sj

Uc , (51)

where Fff is the frequency pressure spectrum of the turbulence boundary layer, and g is an empirical constant
determined from experiment. Further details of the model are given in Appendix B. Eq. (51) may be used to
define the boundary layer correlation length, Lc, as the spanwise separation distance jrs � r0sj at which Sff

attains half its maximum value,

Lc ¼
lnð0:5ÞUc

�go
. (52)

For practical purposes, the source model of Eq. (51) must be discretised for numerical evaluation of
Eq. (50). The number of sources, and hence their separation distance along the blade span, required in the
calculation of Sff from Eq. (51) is determined by examining the convergence of SpOpO predicted as a function
of the number of uncorrelated sources.

Fig. 7 is a plot of the magnitude and phase of the cross-spectrum SpOpO as a function of source separation
distance for various rotational speeds Mt. The ‘‘measured’’ pressure cross-spectrum is observed to converge as
the source separation distance tends to a turbulence correlation length Lc. In order to obtain a converged
model for Sff in Eq. (50) therefore, discrete sources used to model the boundary layer pressure distribution of
Eq. (51), must be separated by at least one correlation length at the frequency of interest.

Recall from Section 3.5.3 that for measurements made outside the near field of the rotor, sources can only
be resolved with a separation distance greater than approximately l=2. The correlation length, Lc, may be

compared with this resolution limit by noting that Uc 	 0:7
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðOrÞ2 þ ðMcÞ2

q
and g ¼ 0:7 in Eq. (52) to give

Lc

1
2
l
	

Mt

10
. (53)
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The source separation distance required to give a converged value of Sff is therefore significantly less, by an

order of magnitude, than the separation distance, l=2, that can be resolved using measurements made outside
of the near field of the rotor. Eq. (53) implies that for these measurements the inversion must assume fewer
sources, by at least a factor of ten, than the effective number of uncorrelated sources present on the rotor
blades. The performance of the inversion technique for this situation will now be investigated.

4.1. Application of the inverse technique to the ‘‘single-blade’’ model

Eq. (50) gives the pressure cross-spectra at a particular microphone position due to a fan with B identical
blades. The discretised version of this equation, following the procedure presented in Section 3.1, is

SpOpO ¼ BGOSffG
H
O . (54)

The determination of S
f̂ f̂

from measurements of SpOpO follows from Eq. (54) as

S
f̂ f̂
¼

1

B
GþOSpOpOG

þ
O
H
. (55)

A schematic diagram of the source geometry used in this simulation is shown in Fig. 8. The uncorrelated
sources, representing the aerodynamic trailing edge noise in the forward problem, are shown as small circles
separated by a turbulence correlation length Lc. The assumed sources, used in the inverse problem, with a
separation distance Dr, are denoted by the larger circles.

The accuracy of the inversion is computed from the normalised error function defined by

Jff ¼
kSff � S

f̂ f̂
k

kSff k
, (56)

where Sff is the source strength cross-spectrum of the exact aerodynamic sources at the location of the
assumed sources.

In order to improve upon the resolution limits identified in Section 3.5 obtained for measurements made
away from the rotor near field requires measurements to be made in the acoustic near field. For this region the
sound field comprises high wavenumber components. This necessitates the inclusion of cutoff modes in the
calculation of GO and in the measurement of pO.

The inversion is performed at ka ¼ 15 and Mt ¼ 0:5 for various axial measurement positions between
jz� zsj ¼ 0:05l and jz� zsj ¼ 10l. The turbulence correlation length of the aeroacoustic sources, from
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Eq. (52) is 0.0148m. For a duct with a 1m radius, therefore, a=Lc 	 68 sources are used in the forward
problem to calculate the cross-spectra SpOpO at the measurement positions. Note that the number of cutoff
modes included in the calculation is chosen to give a converged solution of pO and GO.

The pressure measurements used in this inversion could be obtained in practice by a radial ‘‘rake’’ with the
same number of sensors as assumed sources, equally spaced along a single radius from the centre of the duct to
the duct wall. The pressure cross-spectrum SpOpO is calculated at the microphone positions using Eq. (54). The
inversion is performed using Eq. (55) with varying numbers of assumed sources equally spaced along a radius
(as illustrated in Fig. 8). Fig. 9 is a plot of the inversion accuracy Jff (Eq. (56)) and the conditioning of the
transfer matrix kðGOÞ, as a function of the separation distance, Dr, between assumed sources for varying
source–microphone axial separation distances, jz� zsj.

Fig. 9 indicates that good inversion accuracy and acceptable conditioning values are only possible
simultaneously for microphones positioned closer than approximately l=3 from the source plane. Fig. 10
shows some illustrative results for the inverted source strength magnitudes along the blade trailing edge
(crosses, the diagonal elements of the S

f̂ f̂
matrix). Also shown are the exact source strengths used in the

converged model for Sff (circles).
Fig. 10 shows that, with approximately one assumed source per two correlation lengths (Fig. 10a),

with microphones positioned 0:05l from the source plane, it is possible to achieve a reconstruction of the
source strength distribution that agrees well with the exact source strength distribution. However, kðGOÞ is
very high ð4106Þ in this example. Errors in the reconstructed source strengths are most apparent at the tip
of the blade, rs ¼ a. Figs. 10b and d suggest that moving the microphone array further from the rotor requires
fewer sources to be assumed in order to ensure good conditioning. However, the reconstruction accuracy
deteriorates as a result. Assuming the same number of sources at jz� zsj ¼ 0:1l as at jz� zsj ¼ 0:05l
(Fig. 10c) results in poor conditioning, and hence poor agreement, between reconstructed and exact source
strengths.

In order to improve the reconstruction accuracy further, it would be necessary to move the microphones
even closer to the source plane. This might be difficult to achieve in practice, and would require an even greater
number of sensors to perform the modal decomposition for the determination of pO. Steps would also have to
be taken to minimise contamination of the measurements by flow noise. At ka ¼ 15 and jz� zsj ¼ 0:1l, the
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maximum azimuthal mode order, mþ, included in the calculation of GO is 100. Practical application of the
inversion technique at this frequency would therefore require the determination of the amplitudes of all modes
up to this order.

Positioning the microphones close to the rotor would in practice increase the significance of cascade effects
(multiple reflections of the sound radiated from the trailing-edges between adjacent blades). In principle, these
effects could be taken into account in the formulation of the measured or predicted Green functions. An
indication of the significance of cascade effects on trailing edge noise is provided by the work of Glegg [12]
who has shown that, to a good approximation, radiation from the cascade is related to that from an isolated
airfoil by a simple frequency dependent multiplicative factor, that varies between 0 and 2.

The results in this paper suggest that there is a balance to be struck between the reconstruction accuracy,
Jff , and the conditioning kðGOÞ. Based on the data presented in this paper, a suitable compromise is to make
measurements 0:1l from the source plane, assuming approximately one source for every 3 turbulence
correlation lengths. This allows source strengths to be estimated to around 1 dB accuracy, with a conditioning
that is low enough for robust inversion ðkðGOÞ 	 2000Þ to be performed. Conditioning could be improved
further by the application of matrix regularisation techniques, such as those investigated in the context of in-
duct inversion problems by Kim and Nelson [5]. However this is usually achieved at the expense of reduced
inversion accuracy.

5. Conclusion

An inversion technique suitable for the determination of rotating, broadband sources in a duct has been
presented. This work is an extension of the work of Kim and Nelson [5] for the inversion of stationary ducted
monopoles and the work by Sijtsma et al. [1] of a rotating beamformer for the measurement of sources on an
open rotor.

The principle findings presented in this paper may be summarised as follows:


 The rotation of sources in a duct causes a coupling between source and propagation terms. Existing
inversion techniques therefore cannot be used for the determination of aerodynamic sources on rotor
blades.
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 A measurement technique has been developed to deduce the pressure spectrum that is precisely
equal to that measured by microphones rotating around the duct axis at the same rotational speed as the
fan.



 Based on this new measurement technique, and the introduction of a new Green function, which includes

the effects of source rotation, a new inversion technique has been devised that allows the determination of
the strength of rotating, broadband sources in their rotating reference frame.



 The resolution limits of the new inversion technique, for measurements made outside the near field of the

rotor, have been shown to be significantly larger than the effective separation distance of uncorrelated
sources located on the fan blade trailing edge. To improve upon the resolution limits therefore,
measurements must be made in the near field of the rotor, requiring the use of a much larger number of
sensors to decompose the azimuthal modes.



 Simulations have demonstrated that for a 26-bladed fan, rotating at Mt ¼ 0:5, the aerodynamic source

strengths can be estimated with acceptable robustness and approximately 1 dB accuracy, when
measurements are made 0.1 acoustic wavelengths from the rotor.
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Appendix A. Interpretation of pO

In this appendix it is shown that the pressure pO is the pressure that would be measured by a microphone
rotating around the duct axis at the same angular frequency O as the source distribution.

If the microphones are made to rotate around the duct axis at an angular frequency O, so that y ¼ ~y� Ot,
where ~y is the angular position of the sensor in the rotating reference frame, Eq. (15) for the time varying
acoustic pressure measured by the rotating microphones becomes

pð ~x; tÞ ¼

Z
~S

Xmþ
m¼�m�

f ð~y;o�mOÞ
Z 1
�1

Xn0
n¼0

g�mn cos bþ
m

rs

sin b
� �

�
cmnðrÞc

�
mnðrsÞe

imð~y�~ysÞ

Lmn

Z 1
�1

eiðo�mOÞte�ig
�
mnðz�zsÞ

kmnðoÞ
dod ~Sð~yÞ, ðA:1Þ

where ~x is the measurement position in the rotating reference frame ~x ¼ ½r; ~y; z�.
Fourier transforming Eq. (A.1) with respect to t,

pð ~x;o0Þ ¼
1

2p

Z 1
�1

pð ~x; tÞe�io
0t dt (A.2)

gives the frequency spectrum as observed by the rotating microphone as

pð ~x;o0Þ ¼
Z
~S

Z 1
�1

Xmþ
m¼�m�

f ð~y;o�mOÞgmð~y; r;x;oÞdðo� o0 �mOÞeim
~y dod ~Sð~yÞ (A.3)

i.e.,

pð ~x;o0Þ ¼
Z
~S

Xmþ
m¼�m�

f ð~y;o0Þgmð~y; r; x;o
0 þmOÞeim

~y d ~Sð~yÞ. (A.4)

Comparison of Eq. (A.4) with Eq. (33) shows that

pð ~x;oÞ ¼ pOðx;oÞ. (A.5)

The two equations are therefore identical with x ¼ ~x. This suggests that the acoustic pressure, pO defined by
Eq. (34) is precisely equivalent to that measured by the sensors rotating at the shaft rotational velocity O in
which the sources appear stationary.
Appendix B. Flat plate turbulence model

In the flat-plate turbulence model used in Section 4 g is an experimentally determined constant, typically 0.7
and the turbulent eddy convection velocity, Uc, over a flat plate, is approximately related to the free stream
velocity U1 by

Uc ¼ 0:7U1. (B.1)

The single-point frequency spectrum of wall pressure fluctuations Fff ðrs;oÞ in Eq. (51) is [11]

Fff ðo; rsÞ /

r20U4
tðd=UcÞðod=UcÞ

2 for
od
Uc

p1;

r20U4
to
�1 for 1o

od
Uc

p
1
30

U td
n

;

r20ðU
4
tÞ
�1
ðod=UcÞ

�4 for
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Uc

4
1
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U td
n

;
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where U t, d and Uc all vary with radial position rs along the blade. The turbulent boundary layer thickness is
approximately [11]

d ¼
c

Re0:2c

, (B.3)

where c is the rotor chord length, n is the kinematic viscosity and Rec the Reynolds number cU1=n defined
with respect to c.

In Eq. (B.2) the hydrodynamic friction velocity U t, is an experimentally defined ratio which for a smooth
flat plate [11] is U t=U1 ¼ 0:037.
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